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we recommend downloading a copy of the e-book also on your computer or tablet (Amazon allows
downloading the e-book on three different devices, at no extra charge) for a better understanding of this
content.accompanied simply by clear photographic good examples—that will show you how to look
slimmer and taller within minutes, without dieting, working out, or resorting to unpleasant platform
shoes! Because of the 101 tips shown in this precious manual (the majority of which are supported by
pictures that present the DOs and the DON'Ts), you will understand the secrets to stretching your
silhouette visually, adding a few in . to your legs, and looking slimmer TODAY, basically applying some
“optical tricks” that allow you to slender your figure. You will discover ways to get a taller-appearing
shape effortlessly, by just carefully choosing the clothing you wear. Nevertheless—IMPORTANT Notice to
the KINDLE EDITION: All photos within the book are also visible on your own Kindle. ALSO BY THE
SAME AUTHOR: How to Become a Woman of Charme (English Edition), Wardrobe Essentials for a
female of Charme (English Edition), La Casa di Charme (Italian Edition only). Additionally, you will find
useful guidelines to find garments with that you will always feel slimmer, stylish, and stylish, becoming
more appealing each day, upping your allure and self-esteem.s FREE and easy to use).An indispensable
reserve— (We suggest you use KINDLE CLOUR READER, it’as the book is usually full color— Furthermore,
according to the chosen gadget, the photos displayed may appear smaller compared to the originals, but it
is enough to click or double-tap on each image to view it on full screen.
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 Very little filler in this reserve, just great photos! I've integrated a lot of the suggestions into my everyday
style. The author's architectural background ensures that the photos are obvious, well-lit and depict the
suggestion easily.Great Photos - basic and straightforward This is a great book with plenty of pictures that
clearly show the 'before' and 'after' of wearing something to look slimmer and taller. Great Advice Love
this publication. And lots of photos that make the case. I've purchased and checked out from the library,
many 'style' books through the years. Plenty of useful here is how to look your very best and steer clear of
fashion faux pas especially if you’re less than average height. Good and detailed advice This is best style
book I have read as I go through amazon unlimited library. That is among the best - simple, simple. Just
incredibly done well and useful. Five Stars Excellent book. Five Stars Great explanations, and pics prove
her points - extremely helpful! Filled with excellent easy-to-apply pointers Packed with excellent, well-
planned pointers. Lots of details and image examples. Good specific tips for everyone attempting to
improve style.
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